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●An overview of learning and teaching of grammar in context (e.g., form, 
meaning and use)

●Enhancing teachers’ knowledge in grammar teaching (e.g., material selection, 
effective and creative grammar learning and teaching strategies, assessment 
of grammar at the text level)

●Demonstration and hands-on activities

Workshop Agenda



●Grammar is an essential component of language learning.

● “a knowledge of what words can go where and what form these words 
should take” (Harmer, 2015, p. 32)

● “the way words are put together to make correct sentences” (Ur, 2012, p. 76)

●“a nourishing resource that will strengthen students’ learning of the 
language” (Burns, 2011, p. 76)

What is Grammar?



● Four major senses of grammar (Weaver, 1996):

1. Grammar as prescriptions for how to use structures and words

2. Grammar as a description of syntactic structure

3. Grammar as rhetorically effective use of syntactic structures

4. Grammar as the functional command of sentence structure that enables us 
to comprehend and produce language

What is Grammar?



KS 1

teach grammar in context through reading materials and 
adopt task-based activities to develop students’ language 
skills and generic skills (e.g. communication skills and 
creativity)

KS 2

enhance grammar learning by providing a wide range of 
materials and activities in which students have to apply 
what they have learnt in context, and reduce the use of 
mechanical grammar drills



● Knowing form ≠ Knowing meaning and use in authentic discourse

● Knowing form ≠ Communicating the intended meaning

● “… the FMU distinction is a useful guide to help teachers decide the focus of 

their lessons as well as how to describe and explain grammar to students.” 

(Crawford, 2020, p. 10).

Form, Meaning and Use



● “Grammaring” as a “fifth skill”: “the ability to use grammar structures 

accurately, meaningfully, and appropriately” (Larsen-Freeman, 2003, p. 

143)

● Accuracy (form)

●Meaningfulness (meaning)

● Appropriacy (use)

Form, Meaning and Use: Grammaring



Task-based Grammar Learning











• Relevance (e.g., curriculum, topic, theme, students’ needs and interests, teacher expertise)

• Clarity (e.g., easy to understand? Logically presented?)

• Appropriacy (e.g., age and level of students; not too easy, not too challenging – comprehensible input)

• Engagement (e.g., engaging and captivating)

• Variety and diversity (e.g., topics and text types)

• Authenticity

• Progression (e.g., build on previous learning – vocabulary and grammar?)

• Practicality (e.g., require excessive preparation or complicated procedures?)

• Adaptability (e.g., can be adapted easily to suit the needs, goals and preferences?)

• Multimodality

• Cultural sensitivity (e.g., avoid biases and stereotypes)

• Skill integration

• Personalisation

• Differentiation

• Contextualization

• Recency

Selection of Materials: Factors to Consider



Learning and Teaching of 
Grammar



Major Grammar Teaching Approaches

Deductive 
approaches

Inductive 
approaches



https://www.edb.gov.hk/attachment/en/curriculum-development/resource-support/textbook-info/Guiding%20Principles%20for%20Quality%20Textbooks_2023.pdf

https://www.edb.gov.hk/attachment/en/curriculum-development/resource-support/textbook-info/Guiding%20Principles%20for%20Quality%20Textbooks_2023.pdf


“Second language acquisition research has drawn attention to the role of 
consciousness in language learning, and in particular to the role of noticing 
(Schmidt, 1986, 1990). Consciousness of features of the input can serve as a 
trigger which activates the first stage in the process of incorporating new 

linguistic features into one’s language competence. The extent to which items 
are ‘noticed’ may depend on the frequency of encounter with items, the 
perceptual saliency of items, instructional strategies that can focus the 

learner’s attention as well as the kind of task the learner is taking part in.”
(Richards & Reppen, 2014, p. 13)

Guided Noticing



●Using a reading/listening text as a springboard for grammar discovery

Text-based Approach

Reading / 
listening text

Comprehension 
questions

Examples of 
target language

MeaningFormPractice



Illustrating Target Language

Teacher 
explanation

Guided 
discovery

Self-directed 
discovery

● “you want the learners really to focus in on a piece of grammar, to see it, 
think about it and understand it, to become much clearer on its form, 
meaning and use” (Scrivener, 2011, p. 163).



Illustrating Target Language: Guided Discovery

●Get learners to notice the target language and think about it

●Enable learners to generate their own discoveries and explanations

Possible tasks (Scrivener, 2011):
 Ask questions that focus on the meaning, context and form
 Ask learners to analyse sentences from texts
 Ask learners to reflect on language they have used
 Ask learners to analyse errors
 Offer appropriate examples for analysis and discussion



Practical Techniques for Guided Discovery

CR tasks
Minimal 

grammar pairs

Study 
examples 
Match rules

Tabulation
Pictures to 

differentiate 
similar objects

Examine errors



Consciousness-raising (CR) Tasks

● “deliberate attempt to draw the learner’s attention specifically to the formal 
properties of the target language” (Rutherford & Sharwood-Smith, 1985, p. 274)

● “make learners conscious of the rules that govern the use of particular language 
forms while providing the opportunity to engage in meaningful interaction” (Benati, 
2020, p. 137)

● “In designing CR tasks, the first step is to isolate a specific feature for attention. The 
learners are provided with input data illustrating the feature … They are then 
required either to understand it, or (if they have not been given the rule) to describe 
the grammatical structure in question.” (Nunan, 2004, p. 99)



● Presenting target grammar items in context
● Inductive vs. deductive approaches
● PPP vs. CLT vs. TBLT vs. …
● Form, meaning, use
● Relevance + Personalisation
● Cognitive depth vs. affective depth
● Input  Output
● Accuracy vs. fluency
● Controlled practice vs. free practice
● Corrective feedback
● Incidental teaching vs. intentional teaching
● Task-based: Pre-, While-, Post-
● Teach vs. test
● Students’ active involvement
● Differentiation

Basic Principles for Grammar Teaching



Creative Grammar Tasks / 
Activities / Games



1. Grammar Bingo
2. Finding the Other Half

3. 20 Questions
4. Swap Seats If …
5. Memory Test

6. Dictogloss



General Procedures for Teaching Grammar

Comparing Sequencing Gap Filling

Restructuring Elaborating Transforming

(Jones & Lock, 2011)

notice explore practise



● Form, meaning and use

● Task-based grammar learning and grammar in context

● Deductive and inductive approaches

● A text-based approach to illustrate grammar items inductively > noticing and active 
processing through comprehensible and meaningful input

● Creative grammar practice tasks/ activities/ games

● General procedures for teaching grammar

Summary


